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1. Introduction

Access and migration pathways of small ligands to protein
active sites is of fundamental importance for various physio-
logical processes, including ligand transport and chemical
transformations. For myoglobin (Mb), one of the best charac-
terized proteins at a molecular level, it was already apparent
from the original X-ray structure[1] that no obvious favorable or
unfavorable uptake pathway for ligands (such as carbon mon-
oxide or oxygen) is available.[2] This lead to the fundamental in-
sight that structural fluctuations in the protein are required for
physiological function. For O2, a particularly relevant physiolog-
ical ligand, early studies were interpreted in terms of unspecific
random diffusion of the ligand,[3–5] whereas more recent work
found that O2 follows specific tunnels,[6–8] which may even in-
volve multiple pathways, and that ligand migration and pro-
tein dynamics are coupled and ligand transport is active rather
than passive diffusion.[9–13] The possibility for a ligand to follow
multiple pathways was, for example, demonstrated experimen-
tally and through MD simulation for CO in Mb and O2 migra-
tion in flavoenzymes.[10, 14, 15] The work on O2 in flavoenzymes
also suggested that the barriers the ligand experiences are suf-
ficiently low to be overcome at room temperature.[10] These
studies suggest that small ligands can move through the bulky
regions of the protein governed by thermal fluctuations of the
protein and that ligand migration follows defined routes
through the protein matrix.[9, 16–31] The current state for O2 mi-
gration in proteins has recently been comprehensively re-
viewed.[32] Finally, the high connectivity of ligand migration
networks, in particular globins, was established in several
recent computational studies.[27, 33, 34]

A highly connected network has been found in group I trun-
cated hemoglobin (trHbN).[33] TrHbN from Mycobacterium tuber-
culosis has attracted considerable attention because it has

been implicated in protection of bacilli against nitrogen-reac-
tive species.[35] In particular, it was suggested that the microor-
ganism overcomes NO toxicity through trHbN, which is able to
convert toxic NO to harmless nitrate.[35, 36] The reaction mecha-
nism to convert NO into nitrate follows the general reaction
scheme FeII�(NO/O2) + (O2/NO)!FeIII + NO3

� , where FeII�(NO/
O2) refers to either FeIINO or FeIIO2. Physiologically, trHbN oper-
ates at microaerobic conditions[36] and which ligand binds first
to the heme is determined by 1) the concentration of the li-
gands and 2) their individual affinities to binding to the heme.
In group II truncated hemoglobin (trHbO) of Mycobacterium tu-
berculosis, NO-binding to deoxygenated trHbO is remarkably
similar to O2-binding.[37, 38] Both kinetics are non-exponential
with the faster (minority) rates being 0.95 mm

�1 s�1 and
0.85 mm

�1 s�1 for NO and O2, respectively, and slower (major)
rates of 0.11 and 0.18 mm

�1 s�1.[37] For group I (trHbN), investi-
gated herein, the rate constant was only determined for O2

binding (25 mm
�1 s�1).[38, 39] For trHbO from (Mycobacterium

leprae), O2-mediated oxidation was found to follow:

FeIINOþ O2 ! FeIIO2 þ NO! FeIII þ NO3
�

Starting from FeIINO + O2 the heme-bound NO is displaced
by O2 (FeIINO + O2!FeIIO2 + NO), followed by the reaction of
NO with FeIIO2 to give nitrate.[40] Given this sequence of events
and the typically higher affinity of FeII towards NO than to
O2,[41, 42] it is likely that FeIINO + O2 is one of the early (if not the

Atomistic simulations of dioxygen (O2) dynamics and migration
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of simulations the connectivity network involving the metasta-
ble states for localization of the O2 ligand is built and analyzed.
It is found that channel I is the primary entrance point for O2

whereas channel II is predominantly an exit path although
access to the protein active site is also possible. For O2 a new
site compared to nitric oxide, from which reaction with the
heme group can occur, was found. As this site is close to the
heme iron, it could play an important role in the dioxygenation

mechanism as O2 can remain there for hundreds of picosec-
onds after which it can eventually leave the protein, while NO
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tween the different metastable states are �1.5 kcal mol�1
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first) physiologically relevant states in a sequence of events in
NO detoxification.

The main focus of the present work is to investigate O2 mi-
gration in NO-bound trHbN�NO as this is the likely initial state
from which the reaction between NO and O2 to form NO3

�

starts. Of particular interest are questions concerning the
nature, connectivity and occupation of the docking sites. Con-
trary to Hbs, TrHbs display a tunnel system which consists of
two perpendicularly placed tunnels, both of which lead to the
active site, which is a His-bound heme group.[43–45] The contin-
uous tunnel system in trHbN consists of two orthogonal
branches. Crystal structures in the presence of pressurized
xenon revealed eight xenon atoms with different occupancy
among which five allowed identification of the docking sites:
Xe1 to Xe5.[44] Ligand migration along the tunnels in trHbN has
been previously investigated for NO and O2 by using atomistic
simulations.[46, 47] The particular focus in these studies was on
ligand-specific migration along the two channels and confor-
mational changes accompanying ligand migration. In the pres-
ent work we employ a robust and physically motivated repre-
sentation of the electrostatic field around O2. Such fluctuating
charge models have been found to provide detailed insight
into the spectroscopy, energetics and dynamics of diatomic
molecules in crowded environments.[9, 48–51]

Computational Methods

All simulations were carried out with the CHARMM suite of pro-
grams.[52] The inter- and intra-molecular interactions are treated
with the CHARMM22 force field[53] and for consistency the TIP3P
model[54] was used for water although the latter has limitations in
correctly describing properties such as the water self-diffusion co-
efficient.[55] The initial structure for the protein is monomer A from
the X-ray structure (PDB code 1s56[44]). The protein contains 131
residues and a prosthetic heme group. All histidine residues are
considered d-protonated (standard protonation state) and the N
atom of residue His81 is covalently bound to the heme iron. It is
worthwhile to mention that the protonation state of His64 in Mb
has been a matter of debate.[56–59] In this particular case, His64 is
solvent exposed and therefore the protonation of the e-nitrogen is
indeed a possibility. For the present case, no such indication is
available and all nitrogens were protonated at the d position. The
protein is solvated in a water box with dimension 62.1 � 52.8 �
68.3 �3 which therefore contains 6619 water molecules and a total
of 21 975 atoms.

For the unbound O2 ligand, the bond energy V(r) is described by
a Morse potential [Eq. (1)]:

VMðrÞ ¼ De½1�expð�bðr�reÞÞ�2 ð1Þ

which was fitted to energies from density functional theory (DFT)
calculations with the quadruple-zeta Dunning basis set (aug-cc-
PVQZ), including polarization and diffuse orbitals, using Gaussi-
an 03.[60] For scanning the intermolecular potential, the O�O dis-
tance rOO is varied around the experimental equilibrium value of
1.2075 �[61] (close to the computed one at 1.206 �) on a grid from
1.1 to 1.3 � in steps of 0.01 �. On each of the grid points, the mo-
lecular monopole, dipole, and quadrupole moments as a function
of rOO are computed from the electron density. A set of three poly-

nomial charges [Eq. (2)]:

qO ¼ a0 þ a1rOO þ a2r2
OO þ a3r3

OO ð2Þ

on each of the O atoms and at the CoM are fitted to reproduce
these multipole moments according to Equations (3):

q rOOð Þ ¼ qO1 rOOð Þ þ qO2 rOOð Þ þ qCoM rOOð Þ ¼ 0

~m rOOð Þ ¼ qO1 rOOð Þ~rO1 þ qO2 rOOð Þ~rO2 ¼ 0

Qzz rOOð Þ ¼ qO1 rOOð Þ
2 3z2

O1 � r2
O1

� �
þ qO2 rOOð Þ

2 3z2
O2 � r2

O2

� �

8
>><

>>:
ð3Þ

where~rOO =~rO2�~rO1 with the CoM as origin. Such improved charge
models, including three-point, fluctuating three-point and multipo-
lar charge models have been employed in previous studies for in-
vestigating the infrared spectroscopy and ligand migration of CO
and NO in different proteins.[9, 48–51, 62–64]

The present model for O2 yields a quadrupole moment of Qzz =
�0.440 D�2 for the equilibrium distance, which is in good agree-
ment with data obtained from quantum chemistry
QB3LYP=aug�cc�pVTZ

zz =�0.448 D�2 and QMp2FC=aug�cc�pVTZ
zz =�0.411 D�2.[65]

The dependence on the interatomic distance captures the variation
of the moments. During a typical trajectory in the protein, the
average quadrupole moment of O2 is Qzz =�0.46�0.06 D�2. All pa-
rameters are summarized in Table 1.

For all simulations a cutoff of 12 � is used for the nonbonded in-
teractions together with a shift function for the electrostatic contri-
bution and a switch algorithm for the van der Waals interactions.
All bonds involving hydrogen atoms are kept fixed by using the
SHAKE algorithm.[66] The system was heated to 300 K after minimi-
zation and then equilibrated for at least 50 ps before free dynamics
was performed in the NVT ensemble at T = 300 K. The temperature
is kept constant by the weak-coupling algorithm.[67] A coupling
time to the heat bath of 1 fs is used and frames were stored every
100 steps. To construct the network, 36 independent runs of 2 ns
were performed and analyzed giving a total time of 72 ns to ex-
plore the entire connectivity network. 2 ns for a trajectory was
found to be sufficient for O2 to extensively sample the entire net-
work because free energy barriers between neighboring sites are
typically around 1 kcal mol�1. Moreover, beyond 2 ns of simulation,
it becomes highly probable to find O2 in the solvent as it has been
shown for NO in a previous study.[33, 34] The runs are initially started
in one of the five pockets identified experimentally[44, 68] or from

Table 1. Electrostatic (qi), van der Waals (ei, si) and bond parameters
(lower part of Table) for bound NO[87] and unbound O2.

qi ei [kcal mol�1] si [�]

O (O2) a0 =�8.6686 e �0.1591 2.0500
a1 = 15.8877 e ��1

a2 =�9.8405 e ��2

a3 = 2.10324 e ��3

N (NO) q = 0.0210 e �0.2000 2.0000
O (NO) q =�0.0210 e �0.1591 2.0500

De [kcal mol�1] re [�] b [��1]

O-O 167.44 1.2036 2.3385
N-O 1147.50 1.1510
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previous atomistic simulations.[33] From pockets Xe1, Xe2 and Xe3,
10 independent trajectories were started because these pockets
were extensively sampled in exploratory runs. Sampling from pock-
ets Xe4 and Xe5 was only carried out for three trajectories each be-
cause they are solvent exposed and ligands leave these sites on
time scales of a few hundred picoseconds.
To further characterize the connectivity network, free energy barri-
ers between the most relevant docking sites were estimated from
umbrella sampling simulations[69] and analyzed with the weighted
histogram analysis method (WHAM).[70, 71] Umbrella sampling simu-
lations were performed with a force constant of 5 kcal mol�1 ��2

and with a step size of 0.1 to 0.2 �, depending on the reaction co-
ordinate. The step size is chosen such as to have between 25 and
35 overlapping windows per reaction coordinate. Exceptionally,
this number was increased to 50 windows. It is worthwhile to men-
tion that the reaction coordinates were defined only after a transi-
tion had been sampled in unbiased simulations. This reduces the
danger of using unphysical reaction coordinates in complex situa-
tions. The simulation time for each window is 51 ps, 1 ps of relaxa-
tion and 50 ps for production. Overall, a total of 90 ns was ana-
lyzed. For validating one transition (Xe1a$Xe1b) an additional
100 ns simulation was carried out to provide statistically independ-
ent initial conditions for four umbrella sampling simulations. Errors
in the free energy curves were estimated from bootstrapping[72–74]

whereby only part of the data, randomly chosen from the overall
distribution sampled by these four simulations, is analyzed. A more
detailed statistical method has recently been discussed, which is
based on Bayesian techniques to reconstruct the most probable
underlying distribution given the free energy profiles from umbrel-
la sampling simulations.[75, 76]

In certain cases the migration barrier was sufficiently sampled di-
rectly from the unbiased MD simulations. Under such circumstan-
ces the probability distribution P(q) can be constructed directly
and the free energy G(q) is obtained through G(q) = G0�kBTlnP(q),
where q is a suitable progression coordinate. Associated transition
times are estimated from transition state theory (TST), using Equa-
tion (4):

kA!B ¼
kbT

h

� �
exp �DGA!B

kbT

� �
¼ 1

tA!B
ð4Þ

2. Results

2.1. Characterization of the
Ligand Docking Sites

The X-ray structure of trHbN,
shown in Figure 1, exhibits
a continuous tunnel through
the protein matrix with two per-
pendicularly placed channels.
One end of each of the channels
opens to the solvent while the
other towards the heme. The
entrance of the longer channel
(channel I) is defined by residues
Ile19, Ile25, Val28, and Leu102
(see Table 2) and the entrance
of the shorter channel (channe-
l II) is surrounded by residues
Phe91, Ala95, Leu116, Ile119,

and Ala120. All residues defining the tunnel entrances and
their inner surface are apolar. From Xe-pressurized protein
samples, two docking sites along channel I (the Xe1a and Xe1b
pockets) and three docking sites along channel II (the Xe2,
Xe3, and Xe4 pockets) were found.[44] In addition to these
pockets, previous simulations for unbound NO revealed the
presence of two additional stable docking sites. The first
(called Xe5) is situated in the heme plane on top of Xe1a. The
second (called proximal docking site: PDS) is situated in the
proximal side of the heme group in trHbN.[33]

Figure 1. X-ray structure of trHbN (PDB code 1s56[44]). The backbone is repre-
sented in blue and the helices are labeled. The heme and Phe62 residues
are shown in red and black wireframes, respectively. The five xenon pockets
found in the X-ray data are represented by yellow spheres. The residues
around the channel I entrance are represented in magenta. The red dashed
lines indicate the two channels of the protein network.

Table 2. Ligand docking sites in trHbN for NO[33] and O2. The distances are between heme-Fe and the center of
the pocket.

Pocket Distance [�] Surrounding residues NO[33] O2 Connectivity

ENT 17 Ile15, Tyr16, Ile19, yes yes Xe1a, Solvent
Phe62, Leu66, Ile115

Xe1 13 Phe62, Ile25, Ile115, yes yes IS1, Xe5, Xe2, Xe3
Val28, Val29, Leu98

Xe2 5-6 Phe32, Leu98, Val94, yes yes Xe5, Xe3, Xe1, Solvent
Phe62, Tyr33, Gln58

DS2 5-6 Phe32, Tyr33, Val36, Phe45, no yes Xe2, EXT
Phe46, Val94, Hem137

Xe3 12 Phe62, Leu98, Leu66, Ile115 yes yes Xe1, Xe2, Xe4, IS1, Solvent
Ile119, Val118, Ala65

IS1 13 Leu98, Ala99, Leu102,Ile112, yes yes ENT, Xe1 (NO), Xe1a (O2) Xe3
Ile115, Leu116, Ile119

Xe4 15 Met88, Phe91, Ser92, yes yes Xe3, IS1, Solvent
Ala95, Gly96, Ala123

Xe5 9 Phe62, Ala65, Leu66, yes yes Xe1, Xe3, Solvent
Leu98, Ile115, Val118

PDS 6 Ile119, Phe91, His81, Val124, yes yes Xe2 (for NO), Xe3 (for O2)
Ala123, Asp125, Val126, Met77
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Figure 2 shows the three-dimensional probability density for
the O2 ligand in trHbN. In the three-dimensional representa-
tion, the O2 docking sites as well as their relative positions and
some explicit connectivity between them can be differentiated.
The density volume surface corresponds to an isodensity of
10 % of the maximum density. The density itself is the cumula-
tive sum of the occurrences of the ligand in a specific region
of the protein in a single trajectory. It is found that the densi-
ties in the entrance channel (ENT) and in the Xe1 pocket over-
lap which shows that these sites are connected. Furthermore,
the density in Xe1 is subdivided in two substates (Xe1a and
Xe1b) by Phe62. This corresponds to the two xenon sites ob-
served experimentally[44] along channel I and supports the exis-
tence of a connectivity that links the docking sites. The Xe2
pocket exhibits a rather low density in all simulations com-
pared to the high ligand density in docking site 2 (DS2) in the
reactive site. This pocket has not been observed either experi-
mentally nor in simulations with unbound NO. Other pockets
with lower density but close to DS2 suggest a connection to
the bulk. For runs initialized with the ligand in Xe3, the O2 dis-
tribution exhibits a density with a bimodal shape. This corre-
sponds to density in the Xe3 pocket (closer to the heme

group) and in intermediate
state 1 (IS1). The overlap sug-
gests a connection between the
two states. In some trajectories
initiated with O2 in Xe1a, the
ligand migrates to IS1 which
suggests that channels I and II
are connected.

Xe4 and Xe5 exhibit a low
ligand density due to facile mi-
gration towards the rest of the
network and openings towards
the bulk. Finally, during all the
simulations shown in Figure 2,
O2 does not visit PDS. Figure 2
shows a high ligand density in
an alternative pocket when
a simulation is initialized with
O2 in PDS. This site—called
PDS2—has not been observed
before by either experiment or
simulation. It does not show
any connectivity with the rest
of the network as no migration
between this pocket and the
rest of the network is observed
during the free dynamics. Start-
ing from PDS, the ligand mi-
grates to PDS2 already during
structural minimization. The
new pocket PDS2 is above the
NA atom of the heme group
(Figure 2) towards the distal
side His81.

2.2. Dynamics of the O2 Ligand

Figure 3 A shows the time evolution of the x-, y-, and z-coordi-
nates of the center of mass of the O2 molecule in one repre-
sentative trajectory from which Figures 2 and 3 C are generat-
ed. The entire protein was reoriented so that the least-squares
plane containing the four nitrogen atoms of the heme group
lies in the xy-plane, with the Fe atom at the origin. In Fig-
ure 3 A, the O2 ligand is initially in the Xe1a pocket. After mini-
mization, O2 is found in IS1 from which it moves to Xe1a after
385 ps. The ligand remains in this pocket during 555 ps before
moving towards the channel entrance (ENT) and remains there
for 250 ps before returning to Xe1a. Subsequently, O2 remains
in Xe1a for about 255 ps followed by migration to Xe1b when
the Phe62 orientation allows it. The rest of the trajectory ex-
hibits only rather rapid exchanges (a few tens of ps) between
Xe1a and Xe1b This migration pathway can be summarized by
the following representation with times indicated in picosec-
onds:

ðXe1aÞ $ ðIS1Þ 385�!ðXe1aÞ 555�!ðENTÞ 250�!ðXe1aÞ 255�!ðXe1bÞ $ ðXe1aÞ

Figure 2. Three-dimensional representation of the probability distribution of the O2 ligand from independent sim-
ulations, each 2 ns in length. The heme group, proximal His81, bound NO, and Phe62 are shown and the ligand
docking sites are indicated. Yellow spheres indicate experimentally observed xenon atoms. For each trajectory, the
O2 density is represented with a different single color. A) magenta, B) blue, C) orange and D) red and green.
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Migration between the two substates of Xe1 is controlled by
the orientation of Phe62 which plays the role of a gate along
channel I. Figure 3 B reports the distance of the O2 center of
mass from the iron atom of the heme group, together with
the dihedral angle (CA, CB, CG, CD1) of the Phe62 residue. The
distance between the ligand in one of the two substates (Xe1a
or Xe1b) and the heme group is directly related to the orienta-
tion of the phenyl ring of Phe62. Finally, in several of the tra-
jectories the ligand escapes to the bulk solvent in less than
2 ns.

The crucial role of phenylalanine in controlling ligand migra-
tion pathways has also been found in flavoenzymes.[10] En-
hanced MD simulations show that O2 diffuses into C2 mono-
oxygenase and after following multiple pathways meet two
Phe residues (Phe266 and Phe270) which control access to the
cofactor reactive site. Ligand migration is then possible follow-
ing transient fluctuations of the aromatic side chain. The key
role of Phe266 is also confirmed through spectrophotometric
experiments. Similar conclusions are drawn for AldO in which
access to the reactive site is controlled by Tyr87 and Tyr120.

A number of earlier studies[33, 46, 47, 77] underline the crucial
role of other residues in trHbN. In particular it was shown that
with NO as the ligand, the pathway is controlled and influ-
enced not only by Phe62, but also by Gln58, Tyr33 and
Leu98.[33, 77, 78] These residues form hydrogen bonds with the
ligand[33, 78] and are simultaneously frontier residues[79] of many
ligand cavities (see Table 2). Contrary to NO, O2 does not exhib-

it H bonds with these residues and interacts with the frontier
residues primarily through van der Waals interactions. For ex-
ample, with O2 in Xe2 there is room below the heme for the
ligand to diffuse all around heme�NO. However, O2 diffuses
only towards DS2 (below the heme-NC atom). This is due to
Gln58 which separates Xe2 from empty space below the
heme-NA atom. The ligand can then only diffuse further to
one alternative empty cavity which is DS2.

Tyr33 is part of the DS2 cavity and prevents the ligand from
leaving the reactive site. Rarely, a conformational change of
Tyr33 (rotation of the side chain) allows the ligand to leave the
reactive site and subsequently the protein through a path be-
tween helices C and G. With NO as the free ligand it was found
that Leu98, another “mechanosensitive” residue,[79] together
with Phe62 can serve as a useful indicator for the possibility of
ring-flip in Phe62. The fluctuation in the Ca distances between
Phe62 and Leu98 is correlated with side chain rotation of
Phe62 which in turn controls NO diffusion. In the present case
the role of Leu98 is further clarified in that it is positioned
along the IS1-Xe1a pathway which is one of the important O2

migration paths (see Figure 4).

2.3. Connectivity Network between Docking Sites

The cumulative probability distribution for the O2 molecule
projected onto the three Cartesian planes from the five repre-
sentative trajectories in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3 C. The

Figure 3. A) Time evolution of the x-, y-, and z-coordinates (black, red, and green, respectively) of the center of mass of the O2 ligand with respect to the
heme�Fe atom for a trajectory with the O2 ligand in ENT initially. B) Distance between the center of mass of O2 ligand and the iron atom of the heme group.
The larger distance corresponds to Xe1a and the smaller to Xe1b. The time evolution of the torsional angle (CA, CB, CG, CD1) of the phenyl ring of Phe62 res-
idue with time is also shown. C) Projections of O2 probability distributions onto the xy-, xz-, and yz-planes from representative trajectories. The origin of the
coordinate system is the center of mass of the four heme�N atoms and the heme plane is in the xy-plane. The ligand in different Xe pockets are labeled. The
population in Xe4 is too low to be shown. Circles indicate the position of the cavities from the X-ray structure.[44] Colors correspond to those in Figure 2.
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average heme plane is the xy-plane and the origin is the iron
atom of the porphyrin ring of the heme group and the Fe�NB
bond is aligned with the x-axis. In the two-dimensional projec-
tion, ligand densities from different runs overlap. The fact that
in a single run O2 migrates in different docking sites through
channels I or II provides information on the connectivity be-
tween the pockets. However, 2 ns simulations are too short for
O2 to sample the entire network. Therefore, the network is
built from the 36 independent trajectories. Simulations started
in the Xe3 pocket (pink dots) show density in Xe3, IS1, the two
substates of Xe1, and in the entrance channel ENT. Similarly,
starting simulations in Xe1, O2 migrates to ENT and to IS1. This
illustrates exchanges between channels I and II through IS1
and through Xe3 which plays the role of a hub.[34] In the yz-
plane, most of the pockets overlap, however one can clearly
identify Xe1, Xe3 and Xe5 which carries a low ligand density.
From the trajectories shown in the projections, one can differ-
entiate between two situations: 1) runs for which the ligand
samples only one or two spatially close pockets which pro-
vides local information, in particular on transition rates and
free energy barriers between pockets and 2) runs for which the
ligand migrates between many pockets provide information
about the connectivity of the network.

The run represented by green dots in Figure 3 C (initial con-
figuration in Xe1a) exhibits ligand density mainly in Xe1a,
Xe1b, Xe2 and DS2 pockets and in a ligand escape path. This
suggests that Xe1b, Xe2, and DS2 are connected and that an
exit channel connects the reactive site with the solvent. Pock-
ets of the reactive site are clearly aligned with the channel I
pockets in the xy-plane and also with the channel II pockets as
shown in the xz-plane. This confirms that the ligand escape
path observed below the heme residue is part of the tunnel
which passes through the reactive site. On the other hand,
some simulations show that O2 in DS2 is considerably stabi-
lized (up to 2 ns). As this site is close to the heme iron, it could
play an important role in the dioxygenation mechanism as O2

can remain there for hundreds of picoseconds after
which it can eventually leave the protein, while NO
is localized in Xe2. Figure 3 C also shows the two
substates of the Xe1 pocket.

The cumulative densities in the various metastable
states allow to construct the O2 connectivity net-
work, shown in Figure 4. The Xe3 site is the keystone
of the network as it is the intersection between
channels I and II and the main gate towards the re-
active site. The differences between the networks for
NO and O2 are a direct migration between Xe3 and
Xe4 found for NO and not for O2, a ligand exit path-
way via Xe3 for NO, Xe5 which is connected with
Xe2 for NO whereas it is connected with Xe3 for O2,
and the unidirectional migration from Xe2 towards
Xe1 for NO whereas a reciprocal exchange is found
for O2. The primary ligand docking sites, their dis-
tance from the Fe atom of heme, and the residues
surrounding the docking sites and their connectivi-
ties are summarized in Table 2.

2.4. Ligand Entry from the Solvent

The network in Figure 4 can be potentially accessed from the
solvent in several ways. From the unbiased dynamics discussed
so far it is found that whenever the ligand samples Xe4, Xe5
and EXT it diffuses out to the solvent spontaneously and does
not re-enter the network on the time scale of our simulations.
Contrary to that, ligand escape through ENT at the end of
channel I was never observed. This suggests that channel I is
an entry site for O2 which was explicitly verified through addi-
tional simulations. The entrance gate for channel I involves res-
idues Ile15, Ile19, Leu102, and Ile115 (see Table 2). To follow
ligand entry from regions around the entrance gate, biased
and unbiased simulations were carried out. The unbiased simu-
lations establish that ligand entry is a spontaneous progress.
This was also found in a recent study on O2 migration in C2

monooxygenase and AldO.[10]

In order to more quantitatively assess the free energy differ-
ence for ligand entry, umbrella sampling simulations (see the
Computational Methods) with a larger force constant of 30 kcal
mol�1 �2 along the Fe�O2 coordinate were performed. The ini-
tial structures were generated from a short (10 ps) equilibra-
tion simulation with O2 constrained close to the gate (distance
between Fe and O2 �18.5 �) and a restraint which is active
whenever the distance between the terminal carbon atoms of
Ile15 and Ile115 decreases below 7.5 � (to maintain the gate
open). Figure 5 shows the corresponding energy profile. The
free energy difference is �2.2 kcal mol�1 in favour of the posi-
tion in the protein. However, this value could potentially be af-
fected from using the TIP3P water model which may not be
sufficiently robust for quantitative studies.

Spontaneous entry of O2 is also found from unbiased simula-
tions. They were started from equilibrated structures in
which—for convenience—the ligand was constrained outside
the gate but close to it. After removing the constraint, free dy-
namics is carried out. The top inset in Figure 5 shows the time

Figure 4. Connectivity network (see Figure 1 for a 3D representation of the structure) be-
tween the O2 ligand docking sites within trHbN. The observed ligand transitions among
various protein pockets are indicated by arrows and line widths illustrate relative fluxes
(thick for large flux, thin for small flux). The loss of ligand to the bulk solvent is indicated
by arrows towards water. Docking sites which open toward the bulk (red), the inner net-
work (green), and pockets around the reactive site (blue) are color-coded. The role of
Xe3 as a hub is evident from this representation. The isolated PDS2 pocket is not repre-
sented for clarity. The ligand density as a function of the Fe�O2 distance is shown on the
right-hand side. Differences to the NO network concern connections of Xe3 with Xe4
and with water, and the transition between Xe2 and Xe1 which is a one-way process for
NO.
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evolution of the Fe�O2 distance during the first 50 ps of this
simulation. After a few picoseconds, O2 enters into channel I
through the gate, which closes a few picoseconds afterwards
with O2 migrating towards ENT. The bottom inset in Figure 5
reports the distribution of the distance between the C-terminal
atoms of residues Ile15 and Ile115. It shows that in unbiased
simulations both conformations (open/closed) of the gate are
sampled and that the average distance between Ile15 and
Ile115 C-terminal atoms is 4.5 � when the gate is closed and
7.0–7.5 � when it is open.

In an earlier study, O2 uptake in flavohemes was investigated
by using multiple, mutually noninteracting copies of the ligand
which each interacts with the protein in the usual fashion.[10]

This study established that for two different flavohemoglobins
O2 uptake is even a spontaneous process. This is also found
and quantified in the present case. It is further noted that the
residues which form the entrance channel in trHbN (Ile15,
Ile19, Leu102, and Ile115) and in the monooxygenase compo-
nent of p-hydroxyphenylacetate hydroxylase (Ile44, Gln55,
Cys99, Leu105) differ to some extent. However, the two en-
trance regions coincide in that they contain Ile which provides
a particularly suitable, hydrophobic environment for O2-uptake.

2.5. Energetic Analysis of the Main Transitions

The main transitions in the connectivity network are further in-
vestigated with umbrella sampling. Figure 6 reports the free
energy profile along channels I and II. The barrier between ENT
and Xe1a is DG¼6 ENT!Xe1a�1.5 kcal mol�1 (Figure 6 A). This barri-
er is readily overcome at 300 K on a time scale of a few pico-
seconds and can also be frequently sampled in unbiased MD
simulations (DG¼6 ENT!Xe1a�0.8 kcal mol�1 from the probability
distribution along the reaction coordinate). Figure 6 A reports

the rapid increase of the free energy as O2 moves away from
ENT towards the solvent. Detailed analysis of the simulations
reveals that ENT is a “dead-end” on the side of channel I. The
second barrier corresponds to the rotation of the Phe62-
phenyl ring which is also rather low (�1 kcal mol�1). Figure 6 C
shows the barrier between channel I (Xe1b) and the reactive
site (Xe2). Such a transition is also frequently observed in free
dynamics in both directions (see Figure 3 A). Consequently, the
free energy barrier from umbrella sampling is low (1.2 kcal
mol�1, see Figure 6).

Migration between channel I and channel II is possible
through transfers between Xe1b and Xe3, between Xe1a and
IS1, and between Xe1a and Xe3 via Xe5. The free energy pro-
file for Xe1b!Xe3 (not shown) which is the principal route
connecting channel I and channel II, exhibits a rather high bar-
rier of DG¼6 Xe1b!Xe3 = 2.8 kcal mol�1. Moreover, Xe1b appears to
be more stable than Xe3, DGXe1b!Xe3 = 1.6 kcal mol�1. The trans-
fer is therefore more favorable from Xe3 to Xe1b which agrees
with the results obtained from unbiased trajectories as O2 mi-
grates, in most cases, from channel II to channel I. A less fre-
quent transfer from Xe1b to Xe3 could favor the transfer from
Xe1b to Xe2 and avoid the loss of the ligand through chan-
nel II.

Entering the protein from the solvent through Xe4 along
channel II, O2 migration towards Xe3 over IS1 involves succes-
sive barriers with heights of �1.5 kcal mol�1 (Figure 6 F). Such
barriers are similar to those along channel I. More quantitative-
ly, the free energy profiles Xe4!IS1 and IS1!Xe3 show barri-
ers of DG¼6 Xe4!IS1 = 1.7 kcal mol�1 and DG¼6 IS1!Xe3 = 1.6 kcal
mol�1, respectively, which corresponds to picosecond dynamics
between the metastable states at room temperature. The free
energy barriers are somewhat higher than those along channe-
l I, which makes channel II an alternative access route. Howev-

Figure 5. Free energy profile for O2 migration from channel I towards water
through the gate formed by Ile15, Ile19, Leu102 and Ile115. The reaction co-
ordinate is the distance between the heme�Fe and the center of mass of
O2. Inset top left : the first 50 ps of the time evolution of the Fe�O2 distance
when O2 enters spontaneously in channel I through the gate in an unbiased
simulation. Inset bottom right: distribution of the distance between the C-
terminal atoms of residues Ile15 and Ile115 during an unbiased simulation. It
demonstrates that both, the closed (predominantly) and the open gate are
sampled.

Figure 6. Free-energy profile from umbrella sampling for the migration of O2

along channel I (A–C) and channel II (D–F) in trHbN. Progression coordinates
are given along the x-axis and include A) the distance between the heme-
iron and the center of mass of the O2 ligand, B) the torsional angle (CA, CB,
CG, CD2) of Phe62, C) the distance between the heme-Fe and the center of
mass of O2, D) the distance between the heme-NC atom and the center of
mass of O2 and E) and F) the distance between the heme�Fe and the center
of mass of O2. In (B), the error bars from bootstrapping the overall data from
four additional, independent umbrella sampling simulations is shown (see
the Computational Methods). The error bars are standard deviations from in-
cluding 50 % of the total data.
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er, Figures 6 D–F clearly shows that most of the profile along
channel II is downhill. This supports the notion that the release
of the ligand through channel II is favorable, which agrees
with the unbiased simulations. On the other hand, not all tra-
jectories sampling Xe4 necessarily lead to ligand escape to-
wards the solvent. For a more complete description of the sto-
chastic nature of ligand migration, alternative analysis methods
such as Markov models should be envisaged as was previously
done for NO migration in trHbN.[34] Finally, transfer to the rele-
vant sites Xe2 and DS2 involves very low barriers, suggesting
that Xe3 is an access point to the reactive site for O2 and con-
firms its role as a hub in the protein network.

For ligand escape, channel I can be excluded as discussed
above. Alternative exit routes run through Xe5 and EXT
(Figure 4). Unbiased simulations starting with O2 in Xe5 imme-
diately find the ligand either diffusing out into the solvent or
progressing further towards Xe3 (Figure 3 A). Umbrella sam-
pling simulations (not shown) provide a free energy barrier
DG¼6 Xe1a!Xe5�2.4 kcal mol�1. These results make the Xe5 pocket
a possible exit pathway from channel I through connection be-
tween Xe1a and Xe5. The other likely exit for O2 proceeds from
Xe2 over DS2 and EXT. Additional simulations establish that
once in DS2 the ligand leaves the protein through EXT on the
hundred-ps time scale. Because the barrier between Xe2 and
DS2 is lower than that between Xe3 and IS1 or IS1 and Xe4, re-
spectively, once in Xe2 the ligand prefers to diffuse towards
DS2 from where it escapes to the solvent.

In summary, the results from unbiased dynamics and the
free energy profiles show that uptake of O2 through channel I
is favorable whereas uptake and release of the ligand are both
possible in Channel II with ligand escape from the protein
being more likely given the free energy difference DGXe4!Xe2 =

1.9 kcal mol�1 and the overall downhill profile. Xe5 and the exit
channel below the ND atom of the heme group (black mesh in
Figure 2) are two exit routes.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

The present simulations characterize the topology and connec-
tivity of the ligand migration network for O2 in NO-bound
trHbN. The network with O2 as the free ligand involves docking
sites along channel I (ENT, Xe1a, and Xe1b), channel II (Xe4, IS1,
and Xe3), and in the reactive site (Xe2 and DS2). The main
access route was found to be channel I, and an alternative one
is channel II. The exit routes are both channel II and the path
below the heme group connecting the reactive site to the
bulk.

Despite their different electrostatic nature (polar vs apolar),
the networks for NO and O2 largely sample the same metasta-
ble states as shown in Table 2. This reflects the fact that ligand
docking/localization sites are part of the protein architecture.
Thus, all the sites found for NO are also sampled by O2. Contra-
ry to NO, O2 localizes in a site (DS2) which was not found to
be part of the NO network. Also, the connectivity between the
pockets differs for the two ligands (Table 2). For O2, the reac-
tive site consists of Xe2 and DS2 whereas only Xe2 is relevant
for NO. On the other hand, O2 samples Xe2 but shows a rela-

tively low stability in this pocket. This suggests that DS2 is its
preferred reactive site. However, additional studies such as
adiabatic reactive molecular dynamics (ARMD) simulations, are
required to clarify the role of the two reactive sites.[80, 78]

The finding that depending on the particular ligand (here O2

and NO) different sites are favourable for ligand localization
also prompts the question how these sites are related to those
found from Xe-pressurized samples. Rare gases such as Xe in-
teract in different ways (primarily polarization) with the protein
environment than diatomic ligands, which exhibit permanent
electrical moments (dipole, quadrupole and/or higher). Thus it
is likely that although localization of Xe in pressurized protein
crystals provides information about the distribution and exis-
tence of some pockets, the functionally relevant ligand locali-
zation sites need to be identified by alternative means. This
has been recently demonstrated experimentally for O2-pressur-
ized urate oxidase where it was found that the biological
ligand preferentially docks in a polar pocket close to the reac-
tive site and not in the alternative xenon pockets.[81] These re-
sults together with the present findings suggest that the
common assumption that Xe binding pockets would be repre-
sentative for functionally relevant gaseous ligands is probably
not justified. In particular, it is expected that using realistic
(multipolar) charge distributions to describe the electrostatics
around small ligands in atomistic simulations is a robust way
to detect and investigate ligand localization sites in proteins.

Interestingly, the exit route below the heme when NO is in
Xe2 (it is one of the four exit routes for NO), is found to be the
same for O2.[33] Therefore DS2 could be an intermediate state
for NO on its exit route. As reactive site, Xe2 and DS2 would
then play a different role, depending on the nature of the un-
bound ligand. The reactive site would therefore be selective
towards the nature of the ligand, which facilitates multiple-
step reaction mechanisms such as substitution processes.[82]

Indeed, as the ligands dock in different pockets, the incoming
ligand would not prevent the leaving one to migrate to its
own docking site, that is, they do not hinder each other. How-
ever, for a definitive statement on this scenario, joint probabili-
ty distributions for both unbound ligands will be required.

Other important differences between NO and O2 networks
concern channel I. For NO, Phe62 plays the role of a gate con-
trolling ligand migration between three docking sites: ENT,
Xe1, and Xe5.[33] For O2, this role seems to be modified in that
it divides Xe1 into two substates Xe1a and Xe1b. Its orienta-
tion controls opening and closing of these subpockets with
free energy barriers of 1.0 kcal mol�1 and 0.7 kcal mol�1, which
is comparable to thermal energies at 300 K (0.6 kcal mol�1).
This is in good agreement with previous observations and con-
firms the role of Phe62 as a gate along channel I. The observa-
tion that channel I is favorable for O2 and NO uptake differs
from previous proposals based on the analysis of the residue
nature in the channels[43, 44] and on MSMD and free MD simula-
tions.[46, 47] A broader analysis of so-called “mechanosensitive”
residues within six different globins found residues Gln58,
Phe62, Val94 and Leu98 and Ile115 to be of particular impor-
tance in TrHbN.[79] These are all residues—in particular Phe62,
Leu98 and Ile115—which were also found to be of special im-
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portance in the present case. Their roles, however, are quite
different. Ile115 is located at the entrance of channel I, whereas
Phe62 separates the Xe1 pocket into Xe1a and Xe1b. Finally,
Leu98, located between IS1 and Xe1a, is likely to be involved
in ligand migration between the two sites that constitutes one
of the major ligand exchange pathways (see Figure 4). Finally,
residue Gln58 was found to be of particular importance in pre-
orienting the ligand through a highly dynamical H-bonding
network.[78] In other words, the present work not only confirms
the findings of a mechanical investigation of the residues but
also associates individual functionally relevant information with
them. Concerning the role of Phe62 as a gating residue, the
present findings resemble those for C2 monooxygenase and
AldO where access to the catalytically relevant flavin cofactor
is regulated by a phenylalanine residue.[10] Contrary to these
two examples, Phe62 is not positioned in front of the active
site in TrHbN, but along the migration path. Together with
Leu98 it had already previously been implicated in controlling
ligand diffusion along channel I.[77]

The connectivity network (see Figure 4) does not provide
direct information about preferred migration pathways for O2.
Rather it suggests that facile migration within the protein is
possible on the time scale of the simulations (2 ns) without,
however, sampling the entire network in one single trajectory.
The finding of a network of pathways agrees with the notion
of multiple pathways for ligand migration in trHbN and in
other proteins.[10, 15, 83, 84] Based on individual ligand migration
pathways it will now be possible to construct a suitable
Markov model to investigate O2 migration on longer time
scales. Furthermore, Markov models will capture the stochastic
nature of ligand migration between sites—according to specif-
ic rates and probabilities—in the protein and complement the
equilibrium viewpoint borne out by the free energy profiles
discussed here.

Some of the barrier crossings are rapid and sufficiently often
sampled which allows a direct estimation of the transition
times from counting. One such example is the IS1!Xe3 transi-
tion. The ensemble of trajectories gives 104 transitions that ap-
proximately follow a gamma distribution p(t) with a maximum
at t* = 4 ps, where t is the lifetime in either of the states IS1 or
Xe3. The average lifetime is 12 ps. Both these times are in
quite good agreement with that from umbrella sampling simu-
lations (tIS1!Xe3 = 2.3 ps), obtained from a free energy barrier of
DG = 1.6 kcal mol�1 and using TST (see the Computational
Methods). The barrier heights have uncertainties associated
with them. They were found to be fractions of kcal mol�1 and
estimated from a bootstrap analysis (see the Computational
Methods) employing several additional, independent umbrella
sampling simulations for the Xe1a$Xe1b transition. The result
is shown in Figure 6 and it is found that the forward and re-
verse barriers are 0.5 kcal mol�1 and 1.0 kcal mol�1 with fluctua-
tions of �0.25 kcal mol�1. Such a fluctuation in the barrier
height is similar to the sub-kcal mol�1-to-kcal mol�1 fluctuations
for CO rebinding in native and mutant Mb, although one
should keep in mind that the process and the protein differ
and direct quantitative comparison should be done with cir-
cumspection.[25, 85] Most importantly, the simulations confirm

and support that O2 migration is facile throughout the network
in trHbN and occurs at room temperature.[10]

Direct comparison with experimental data for the ligand mi-
gration network and the free energy barriers involved is not
possible because from experiment only overall rates are
known.[36] On the other hand, the migration barriers found
herein are comparable to those of small ligands in Mb for
which both experiments and simulations have been carried
out in the past. For the L29F mutant of Mb a �100 ps time
scale for CO migration between the distal site and the Xe4
pocket was found.[21] This is also found from unbiased and
biased (umbrella sampling) simulations which report barriers
between 1 and 2 kcal mol�1 for this process.[49, 86] Such barriers
are comparable to those found for O2 migration in trHbN.

One of the functional aspects of the network could involve
storage of O2. Channel I would then not only insure ligand
uptake but would play the role of the accumulative channel
due to the stability of its docking sites and no direct exits to-
wards the solvent. Xe3 is the hub from which O2 molecules
which do not progress further than Xe2 (DS2 already filled) will
be redistributed either back to channel I either to the exit
route. On its way out, the ligand could be prevented from
leaving the protein thanks to the migration IS1!Xe1a. Once
again in channel I, the ligand could proceed again towards the
reactive site for a new cycle.

In summary, the O2 migration network was investigated in
view of its metastable states, their connectivity and free
energy barriers between them. Comparison with the NO net-
work shows that the metastable states are largely defined by
similar residues, although slight differences can be observed.
Therefore, the topology of the network is primarily defined by
the protein structure although variations in relative stabilities
and ligand migration routes can be induced by the identity of
the ligand. In comparing O2 and NO as free ligands it is found
that both ligands have their own favorable docking sites,
which potentially plays a crucial role in better understanding
the reactive steps eventually leading to denitrification of the
protein.
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